
League:
FUTSAL 5s (BFC)

Explanation
Updated Jan 2023

Half Length (H) and
Halftime (HT) length AGE H HT Max Game

Day Roster
ALL 20 2 10

Game Ball U12 and below- size 3
U13 and above- size 4

Grace Period No
Stoppage Time No Scoreboard may be stopped for extended

injury and during the last two minutes of
the game to prevent time-wasting.

Winner Required No Exception is post season play
Get Rosters No
Check-in Required No

Check Game Cards or
ID?

No

#Guest Players Allowed No No guest players
# Subs Allowed Unlimited
Subs on-the-fly
Report Score Yes Keep score on scoreboard and record

final score in the courtside score sheet
binder after the match.

Yellow cards Yes Record on score sheet
Serious Injury Yes Record on score sheet
Report for Red Cards Yes Referee(s) need to submit a report in the

courtside score sheet binder
Heading U12 and under cannot head

Incidental contact = dropped ball
Intentional = indirect free kick.
If it occurs in the penalty area, it’s taken



at the nearest point to the infraction at the
top of the penalty area

Slide Tackling No Automatic Caution and direct free kick
Red card if considered serious foul play

Sliding Yes Permitted under the following events:
1. Goalkeeper sliding to make a legal

save.
2. Player can slide if no opponent is

close by when trying to score a goal
or prevent a ball from going out of
play.

Punt or Drop Kick No Goalkeeper may not punt or drop kick the
ball

Goal Clearance Goalkeepers may only distribute the ball
with the hand/arm for goal clearances.
The ball may not be thrown over the
halfway line without touching the court or
a player first. An indirect free kick is
awarded to the opposing team on the
mid-field line where the ball last crossed
it.

Ball hitting ceiling If the ball hits some part of the ceiling
above the court, the opponent takes a
kick-in at a point on the touchline closest
to where the contact with the ceiling
occurred.

Pass back (two-touch) Once a keeper possesses/plays the ball
(including from a restart), they may not
receive it a second time in their own half
from a teammate unless an opponent has
touched the ball since the keeper's last
touch. There is no restriction if the keeper
is in the opponent’s half.




